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2950 kg

230 / 400 V
L1-L2-L3-N-PE 

3 kW 
4 A

L = 7000 mm
B = 5000 mm
H = 2700 mm

1115 kg

—

L = 3300 mm
B = 2500 mm
H = 2450 mm

FBA 2500 BMT 2500

2 x 8 NW
min. 7 bar

max. 36 l/sec.

S = 3,5 - 4,8 mm
K = 7,0 - 10,0 mm 

L = 19 - 35 mm 
U/min = 1700 

8 NW
min. 7 bar

8 liter per cycle

—

FBA 2500 BMT 2500

Technical data apply to basic machine without options

There are no limits
for your planning!

FBA 2500 
Machining station

Our know-how is your advantage

Proven URBAN machining stations have been combined in this high-quality sash assembly unit: BMT 2500 (preliminary stop),
FBA 2500 (4-axes screwing unit) and ST 1600 S (tilting table for discharge). With that we can offer you a quick and flexible machi-
ning unit being independent of fitting types and that can be individually adapted to your production needs. The installation con-
vinces by extremely short cycle times (from 45 seconds*), flexibility and high machining quality. (*depends on fitting, profile and
operating speed)  

BMT 2500: preliminary stop
- selection and insertion of fittings via PC operator guidance
- individual steps of completion
- gear cropper for cutting long bars with NC-controlled length stop
- partitions for fittings
Optional: - drilling unit for corner hinge with automatic drilling cycle incl. two-spindle drilling head

- barcode scanner (manual) or barcode laser scanner (automatic)

FBA 2500: 4-axes screwing unit
- individual working stroke of the four screwing units, with AC servo-axes.
- automatic operational sequence of the screwing units and adjustment to different screwing heights / depths
- profile-independent clamping system and stop system
- process monitoring with visual signal in case of malfunctions 
- industrial PC with TFT colour monitor
- smooth transport of sashes by flat belts
Optional: - additional feeding devices for screws of different lengths

- stop for overlap profiles 
- Y-stop, e.g. for preassembled hinges
- automatic scissor closing device

ST 1600 S: tilting table for discharge of sashes
- puts the sashes upright automatically (scissors always on the top) with discharge to the customized sash distributing station.
Options: - destacking into partitions (number of partitions freely selectable)

- logistics administration
- frame scanner with display and indication of the corresponding sash

Range of fitting level

Range of hinge level

Range of fitting level

Range of hinge level

Range of fitting level
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M a c h i n i n g  s t a t i o n

Optimal rationality...
The automatic screwing process of 
fitting and sash means for you: optimal
rationality with constantly high quality.

Shortest cycle
times...
The four independent screwing
units are the basis for an efficent
screwing process. That means for
your production: no turning of the elements
and extremely short cycle times!

Operator-friendly handling...
The IPC control with clear user-guidance  and coloured TFT
screen optimally helps you to monitor the machining process 
by visualizing the fittings and by optical signals in case of 
malfunctions.

Time-saving logistics...
The automatic destacking* of the sashes and the logistics 
for the frame/sash identification help you to save valuable 
production time; no matter if the the sash is destacked 
crosswise or longwise in relation to the throughput direction 
(see picture), all versions are possible. 

High process reliability...
Flat belts guarantee a smooth transport of
the sashes and lateral stops prevent the 
element from twisting during the transport.
That means: high process reliability and
maximal output.

Highest adaptability...
The installation works independent of fittings 
and profiles and offers a lot of options and high 
flexibility. (in the picture: electronic stop and 
automatic punch)

Constant quality...
During the screwing process the automatic error
detection recognizes faulty elements that do not
correspond to the quality standard. Optionally
you have the possibility to discharge these 
elements via a roller conveyor* 

Absolute flexibility...
There are available different feeding
devices* for different screws. Via
switch adjustment you can screw in
various types of screws with one 
screwing unit. 

Sophisticated solutions...
Turning scissors that have to stay open during the 
screwing process are automatically closed* before
destacking. This allows a smooth production cycle with
different fitting versions.

* optionally available.

benefit

costs

rentability
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